
Several times a year, nearly all of the Washburn         
student body reports to the auditorium for pep        
fests, the high school tradition where we       
celebrate the athletic accomplishments of the      
past season. I theory, they can be a fun break          
from the routine of school, but in practice they         
don’t end up working out the way many        
students would like. As one student puts it,        
“They’re not really very interesting, even      
though maybe they could be.” 

This isn’t to criticize the idea that we        
should celebrate our sports teams. But the       
execution of the whole ‘school spirit’ concept       
leaves a lot to be desired. For one thing, one of           
the biggest thing the pep fests are missing is         
some more recognition for the excellent      
academics at our school. While our athletics       
have had their triumphs, it’s hard to overlook        
how much our school has grown in terms of a          
competitive academic program. The IB program      
is a huge opportunity for students that isn’t        
offered in many other schools. Additionally,      
this year we had a school record number of         
National Merit students recognised, with four      
students, Lily Endo, Julia Morse, Luke Peichel,       
and Patricia Thorson, being recognised as      
national semi-finalists, and Maddie Boesen,     
Charlotte Devaughn, Wyatt DeYoung, Quin     
Genrich, Quinn Ingram, Kaj Johnson, Henry      
Laird, Audrey Mitchell, Alison Thorson earning      
commendations. Washburn is turning into one      
of the schools to be at for excellent academics,         
but the school itself has often seemed unable to         
acknowledge that in any way, either via       
announcements, pep fests, or some other way. 

Another thing that Washburn has often      
not sufficiently acknowledged is our vibrant      
club and extracurricular communities. A lot of       
people are involved in at least one club or         
activity that they really do enjoy at Washburn,        
but it is incredibly difficult for clubs to gain any          
recognition or traction in the school, even ones        
with large memberships. A lot of this is due to          

the ineffective announcement structure. The     
announcements have always been less than      
ideal for students at Washburn, but this year’s        
new announcement style, with the     
announcements usually coming on in fifth      
period, seems to have just made the initial        
problems worse, for instance, there are often       
announcement requests that simply go     
unanswered. Most importantly for clubs,     
though, it’s still very difficult to use the        
announcements to get your message out. The       
Washburn Weekly Webcast has only partly      
solved the core problem: that clubs and       
activities need a better way to get the word out          
about what they’re doing. 

Ideally, Washburn could be more     
proactive at addressing and advertising their      
clubs. They shouldn’t have to advertise for       
anyone, but they could simplify requesting      
announcements, and be more willing to      
communicate with the clubs, similar to how       
they coordinate with athletics for     
announcements. Allowing students to meet face      
to face with someone if they want to discuss an          
announcement would open up some very      
helpful modes of communications, and would      
make it seem a lot less alienating and frustrating         
for clubs to request announcements. Also,      
utilizing the “activities `and clubs” section of       
the website more would be very helpful, but        
many people aren’t aware that it is even there. 

Overall, Washburn is facing a good      
kind of problem to have. There is a lot of          
interesting club life, and an increasingly      
impressive academic track record. These things      
deserve just as much recognition as Washburn’s       
athletics. It shouldn’t seem like the school is        
being an impediment to its extracurriculars, and       
the impressive performance of many of our       
students should be better acknowledged by the       
school, in addition to our wonderful athletics.  
Henry Braun 

Heathers The 
Musical: Review 

I was excited to see that Washburn was doing         
Heathers as our fall musical. The classic movie        
from the 80s is quite a story and it definitely          
was interesting to see how it would be done in a           
school-appropriate way. Here are my thoughts:  

First of all, WOW! I definitely went       
into the show thinking that it wouldn’t be done         
very well, as the constituents of the show are         
sophomores and freshman. However,    
everything about it, the leads, ensemble,      
costumes, makeup and set, was wonderful.  

There were also some parts that I       
found a bit amatuer. I think the screen in the          
background was meant to give the stage a little         
bit more by adding more images and movies,        
but at the same time the loss of it would not be            
bad. More than enhancing the story, I found that         
I was drawn to watching it, instead of watching         
the cast, which I don’t believe was the purpose.  

Overall, the thing that impressed me      
the most was the way how the show became so          
real. Having seen the movie, the storyline seems        
rather outlandish, and not at all like something        
that could happen in our high school. But in this          
production, the story of a teen serial killer        
became a poignant, genuine commentary on      
bullying, suicide and identity in high school. I        
felt attached to the characters in a way I haven’t          
felt in many of Washburn’s theater productions.       
In this show, the leads put a lot of effort into           
making the characters seem real which helped       
to create a sense that we were not only watching          
a show, but something bigger that connected us        
all in a unique way.  
 
Annika Shiffer-Delegard 

 



Washburn High School sports 21 water      
fountains of various functionality. In this article,       
I will give specific data on the manner in which          
each of these water fountains perform judged by        
three factors judged on a scale of five points:         
flow (how easy it is to drink out of, five being           
the easiest), coldness (five being the coldest),       
and water bottle accessibility  
 

THE BEST WATER FOUNTAINS:  

 
   THE WORST WATER FOUNTAINS: 
  
  
 

(how well one can fill a water bottle from here,          
five being getting a water bottle completely       
filled). Finally, there is a composite sum of the         
three scores. A perfect composite would be       
15/15, but no fountain scored higher than a        
thirteen, so it will be graded with a denominator         
of thirteen. 
 
Matthew Rynkiewicz  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Featured Artist of 
Washburn 

(But please stop vandalizing 
Washburn…  for the sake of the 

engineers) 
 

Featured Student 
Snapchat 

 

 
(If you drive to school, please park 

compactly around Washburn so 
everyone gets a spot!) 

 



With events like spirit week,     
homecoming, and themed football games every      
year at Washburn, it can be tricky to know         
where the line is between culturally sensitive       
and totally inappropriate stereotypes. While it is       
fun to get dressed up and into character,        
Washburn students have made the mistake of       
appropriating culturally important garments and     
accessories. For example, the homecoming     
senior theme of safari some years ago sparked        
controversy when white students showed up in       
Dashikis and other traditional African wear. The       
discussion about cultural appropriation has     
become more relevant in the past few years, as         
more and more people are becoming aware of        
its significance and consequences.  

At this point you may be asking       
yourself, what’s the big deal? If you are a white          
Washburn student, you very likely have not       
seen or felt the effects of cultural appropriation.        
There are, however, some very serious      
consequences and impacts that cultural     
appropriation has on cultures around the world.       
First, let’s discuss the financial consequences      
and implications of appropriation by using an       
often-misused type of sacred garment, Native      
American headdress. We have all seen pictures       
from Coachella and other music festivals of       
white men and women dressed in elaborate       
imitations of Native headdresses, often     
accompanied by face paint and braids. When       
people purchase these headdresses for music      
festivals and the like, there is a good chance         
they aren’t authentic and the profits of which        
are not going to Native people, at least, not as          
livable wages. These cheap knockoffs     
economically bypass the cultures which invent      
and covet these items, and for whom they hold         
enormous significance. Native Americans are     
already the racial group who experiences the       
highest levels of poverty in the United States.        
So in addition to other people profiting off their         
culture, these people are also contributing to the        
levels of poverty within Native communities.  

The cultural  
consequences 
of 
appropriation 
can be just as    
serious as the   
economic 
ones. Many  
of us know   
who the  
Kardashians 
are, and some   
have even  
followed the  

events of their family for the past few years. But          
more still have seen how many members of the         
Kardashian clan have come under fire for       
cultural appropriation in the past. Kylie, being       
one of the biggest repeat offenders, has been        
called out multiple times for donning cornrows       
and other hairstyles invented and used for       
centuries by black men and women. The       
problem is, the Kardashians have a huge       
following on social media and are figureheads       
in American culture. The lesson to be learned        
here for Washburn students needs to be made        
clear: all of us, but especially community       
leaders, must fight against the normalisation of       
cultural appropriation. Mainstream media has     
got most Americans fooled. Repeated cultural      
appropriation-related offenses aren’t normal,    
acceptable, or accidental. The normalisation of      
this phenomenon can lead to cultural erasure,       
and it can cause traditions which have enormous        
cultural implications to lose their significance.      
White people have no right to decide that this is          
a price that the cultures formulated by people of         
color have to pay.  

Now this is in no way saying that        
white people are the sole offenders of       
appropriation, people of color can appropriate      
too, but the key here is power. White people         
have an enormous amount of power in America.        
We profile, erase, murder, and hate people of all         
different backgrounds while simultaneously    
reaping the benefits of their cultures. It is the         
responsibility of all white people to research,       
advocate, and educate ourselves before we act.       
Passivity is dangerous. It is important to be        
active in your own education process. So for the         
rest of the school year ahead, let’s all be sure          
that we are mindful of appropriation. Research       
what is appropriation and what is not and        
encourage your friends to do the same. Be an         
ally this week, this year, and for the rest of your           
life, and stand up against cultural appropriation       
in your community. 
Emma Reil 

Lament for 
Kahoot!  
(Student Opinion) 

How I long   
for the  
theme that  
has been  
ingrained in  
my mind,  
it’s beeps  
and boops  
reminding 

us all of the garageband projects we made in 3rd          
grade. The last few of the class would scramble         
into the game lobby while the teacher removes        
the players who did not make their kahoot name         
the same as their real name. I miss the rush of           
soaring to first after being the only one to get          
the question right; I miss the motivation to do         
better on the next kahoot from scraping sixth        
place--and missing the leaderboard.  

Hashtag Powerdown has left students     
at a loss of their favorite class time quiz game.          
No longer will class quizzes be enjoyable--the       
dreaded clickers begin to make an evil grin;        
their reign of difficult to press buttons is        
returning. The teacher fiddles with connecting      
all the new-reigning clickers’ lack of connection       
to the USB extension to a computer while the         
cellphones long to be activated to type       
Kahoot.it. 

I solved my longing for kahoot games;       
I took to the internet and made an account         
promptly, making my own quizzes to be used        
for parties. I recommend that you too, go to         
create.kahoot.it create yours. We may not be       
able to solve #powerdown at the moment, but        
we can kahoot independently.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matt Rynkiewicz  



 

I had no concept of the rules for Trap Shooting          
even as we unpacked our guns and began to         
walk onto the range. The gun I carried was         
more than thirty years old, my dad’s first gun. I          
was older than he was when he first wielded the          
shotgun, but it was much too big for me         
nonetheless. I focused on keeping the      
awkwardly long gun strictly pointed upwards      
instead of contributing to the chatter as we        
walked. 

I was intimidated by the men      
surrounding me, and the ease they seemed to        
have in carrying around a weapon like a        
shotgun. They had done this dozens of times,        
whilst I had never even fired a shotgun before.         
So, I volunteered to go last. 

Most of the people I shot with were on         
the Washburn Clay Shooting Team, the first of        
their kind I realized. My opportunity to       
participate in such a unique sport was mostly        
due to the determination of the students in front         
of me. It had been the students who had pushed          
to get a team at Washburn. The first shooter         
stepped up, carrying his weapon as naturally as        
though it was an extension to his arm. Swiftly,         
he pulled the stock of the gun to his shoulder          
and after a split second of adjustment, he firmly         
shouts the magic word; Pull! 

A bright orange disks shoots out      
seemingly from nowhere, but he is ready. He        
pivots his hips and swings the gun in alignment  

with the target, despite the fact it is going         
almost 40 miles per hour. A sharp blasts sounds         
out and I see shards of orange and black spew          
out into the trees. He hit dead on. It was          
fascinating to watch, and after careful study of        
each shooter’s movements and technique, I felt       
comfortable enough to step up myself. I       
understood the rules well enough; the shooter       
steps up and shouts Pull! and the person        
controlling the traps (the 95 device firing the        
targets) will fire a clay from either side of the          
shooter. The shooter’s objective of course, is to        
hit the clay.The gun was heavy enough that my         
arms were shaking with strain even before I        
fired my first shot. I pulled the stock to my          
cheek and took a deep breath. My heart thudded         
in a nervous exhilaration that could only come        
from attempting something so high risk, but I        
was familiar with the fear; this wasn’t my first         
time firing a weapon.  

The shotgun jerked violently against     
me, but there was no pain as I had anticipated.          
Directly in front of me I watched as the clay          
shattered neatly in the air and spray into the         
shrubbery like shrapnel. With shaky hands, I       
pumped the shell out of the barrel and was hit          
with the thick scent of gunpowder. I could feel         
the heat of the barrel seeping from the gun, but I           
was no longer alarmed by it. It suddenly made         
sense to me that although there were       
precautions to be taken, I was still in control of          
the situation.  

That was the first of fifty shots I took         
that day. I didn’t care that I had the lowest score           
of everyone on the team, I felt like I’d made a           
revelation: This was a sport of individual skill        
and technique, but a practice of unique nature        
and of unique people. I felt safe around them,         
and I felt safe in my own skin because there          
were people around me to correct me if I made          
a mistake. I left the range feeling confident. I         
was looking forward to the next practice. 
 
Gillian Pete 

 

WHS Bathrooms:  
A Dystopia 
(Student Satire) 

 
A dank, thick air of plague and squalor        

overcomes you once the threshold is crossed.       
You amble across cement, sodden with sewage       
and water, stepping over wads of brown paper        
towel and strewn detritus - is that a dead body?          
- hoping you can hold your breath long enough         
to survive. Finally, seemingly after years, you       
reach the stall. But little refuge is found here as          
the walls scream profanities at you as you pray         
to every force above that there is enough toilet         
paper to last your humble journey. Screams of        
anguish and screeches of zeal echo throughout       
like the voices of spiteful gods, a soundtrack to         
your misery.  

You wonder what you will contract      
from the seat. You wonder if you will even         
survive. You mull over the idea of bringing a         
gas mask next time, or even your own toilet         
paper (there are places for three rolls, how are         
they always nearing the end?). The trial is        
almost done, the discordant flush an      
encouraging noise. Mustering up all of your       
courage, you open the door, welcomed by the        
sight of a pack of rabid dogs chewing at what          
seems to be a Thrasher sweatshirt. The alpha of         
the pack is vaping in the corner, honeydew        
flavor. You don’t make eye contact. You can        
never make eye contact.  

You’ve made it this far without crying.       
You deserve a reward. So, after briefly washing        
your hands, without soap, you allow yourself a        
glance in the shattered mirror. An image comes        
back to you, dirty, kaleidoscopic. You don’t       
recognize yourself. Your eyes are sunken. Your       
cheekbones caved in, your skin is an unhealthy,        
malnutritioned color. Is this what you’ve      
become? This is what the Washburn bathroom       
has done to you? Your stomach growls, but you         
don’t feel hungry. You just want to be clean.  

You haven’t been clean in a long, long        
time - how long have you been in the bathroom?          
How many days has it been? Weeks, years?  
The Washburn Bathroom has fulfilled its      
promise of dashing the hopes, dreams, and       
hygiene of Washburn’s students.  
Natalie Lileks 



Minneapolis teens have a drug problem. And by        
drugs, I specifically mean marijuana.  

According to Project Know, more high      
schoolers in Minnesota smoke pot than binge       
drink. This means approximately 17% of all       
high schoolers have consumed some form of       
marijuana in the past 30 days, which is greater         
than the amount of high schoolers who have        
binge drank. 35% of high school seniors have        
smoked marijuana in the past year, making it        
the most popular illicit drug in the country,        
according to The Recovery Village. High      
schoolers have a rampant drug problem.  

But if you were to suddenly enter       
Washburn, the drug problems would be      
invisible to you. Nobody does weed in       
school;drug use is saved for parties, hanging       
with friends, and other activities. Kids who       
smoke pot aren’t what you think of as typical         
stoners: they can be in the highest of classes,         
members of NHS, talented sports players. We       
have been taught that a stoner appears one way,         
when in fact, it’s just not true.  

Weed has many perceived benefits to      
high schoolers or older. Besides the obvious       
reward of looking cool, short-term marijuana      
use can relieve anxiety and offers an outlet for         
stress temporarily. For many students, it is the        
easiest way to relax, as it is fairly easy to obtain.           
However with more extended usage, the drug       
can also impair short-term memory, leading to       
forgetfulness and bad performance in school.  

As many new studies promote the      
usage of marijuana as a solution to health        
problems that plague America (ie anxiety and       
depression), they still do not encourage the       
usage of marijuana for adolescents, as their       
brains are still developing. The University of       
Rochester says that teenage brains don’t stop       
developing until we are about 25. So, whereas        
adults think with their prefrontal cortex(which      
hasn’t formed yet in teens), teens are stuck        
making decisions with their amygdala, the part       
of your brain that helps with processing       
emotions. If you were to be stuck making        
decisions with this part of your brain for the rest          

of your life, your decisions     
would most likely be bad     
because you wouldn’t be able to      
evaluate your decisions. The    
prefrontal cortex is the rational     
part of the brain, and helps      
adults to properly judge their     
decisions before making them.  
Within the US, we have eight      
states that have legalized    
marijuana--Washington, 
Washington DC, Colorado,   
Maine, California, Oregon,   

Nevada, Massachusetts and Alaska. There is      
also a movement underway of people trying to        
get legislation passed to legalize marijuana      
nationwide. Another reason marijuana appeals     
to teens because it is a “cool” industry to work          
in-- the fastest growing industry in the US. In         
2016, the industry had a 30% growth rate,        
according to Forbes. The legalization of      
marijuana could be a good thing. It could also         
result in the increased availability of medical       
marijuana products, which could be beneficial      
to all of the US. Marijuana could be used to          
treat everything from helping cancer patients      
going through chemotherapy to eliminating     
nightmares, according to Business Insider. The      
legalization of weed would also mean more       
regulations, making it more difficult for drug       
dealers to lace pot with other drugs, like LSD or          
cocaine. That would definitely make getting      
high safer.  

We must begin to ask ourselves, as a        
country, what the widespread legalization of      
marijuana will mean for high-school     
communities. Despite the fact that the drug will        
not be legal for anyone under the age of 21, the           
legalization would affect the lives of all. All of         
a sudden, older brothers, sisters, and parents       
would be able to get pot legally, making it even          
easier for teens to get their hands on. Even         
though some parents and family members do       
that today, the scale of the problem would        
increase enormously.  

As high school students, we are      
surrounded by our peers both in school, and out,         
through social media. Between instagram posts,      
snapchat and other social media, we are       
surrounded by other kids getting high. It is        
difficult to not get caught up and think this is          
the face of normalcy. Because it isn't.  
Annika Shiffer-Delegard 
 
Survey taken of MPLS teens…  
Do you think Washburn has a weed       
problem?  

Yes: 50 
No: 45 

Animals Other Than 
Squirrels 
 

Found in the Indian Ocean and the       
Pacific Ocean these adorable creatures,     
sometimes called sea bunnies, are actually      
slugs. This sea slug is called Jorunna Parva and         
comes commonly in yellow or orange colors,       
but it can be white with black spots. Their ears,          
shaped like antennas, are called rhinophores.      
They are used to detect chemicals and are        
covered in tiny flaps that help it to sense its          
environment. The “fur” of the slug are tiny rods         
that cover the animals’ backs. Scientists don't       
know what the rods are for, but it is likely for           
sensory. These “bunnies” may look sweet, but       
they are very toxic due to the food they eat.          
That said, they aren’t all bad. Their toxins can         
be used in some cancer treatments as well.        
Making them a very useful and interesting       
creature. 

Now let's look at a weird wolf, the        
maned wolf! This “wolf” is the only species in         
its genus and is more closely related to the bush          
dog and forest fox. This creature honestly looks        
like if a fox and stilts had a baby with its long            
legs, big ears, and red fur covering most of its          
body. The maned wolf is native to South        
America. These animals are actually very timid,       
gentle, and solitary, unlike most wolves.      
They’re also omnivorous, preying on small      
birds, rodents and frogs, along with the       
occasional mixed greens. Sadly, these     
wonderful creatures are endangered due to them       
being hunted. Often, farmers assume they are a        
threat to their livestock despite their small teeth        
making it hard for them (continued on following        
page…  ) 



to kill large prey. Habitat loss, diseases, and        
people believing some organs have healing      
powers are either things leading to their demise.  

 

Last but not least is the tufted deer with         
fur coming the color in dark gray to brown.         
Their name comes from the tuft of hair that         
covers their forehead. What makes them unique       
is their upper canines that look and act a lot like           
tusks. Males have small horns which are mostly        
covered by fur. These deers are mostly solitary,        
but will sometime live in pairs. They rarely        
stray far from their territory and will bark when         
scared to alert others of its own kind. Males will          
fight over land and mates using their huge        
canines as a weapon. They live in the forests         
and rainforests located in southern and central       
parts of China also northeast Burma. This is        
where they enjoy life grazing on leaves, twigs,        
fruit, and grasses. Truly these oddly fanged       
creatures are living the life. 
Samantha Lowe 
 

 

In an attempt to gain answers to these        
two seemingly simple questions, hundreds and      
thousands of studies have been conducted by       
doctors, scientists and educators, not only in the        
United States, but worldwide. It is estimated       
that teenagers (children age 13 to 18) need        
between eight and ten hours of sleep every        
night, and that over 80% of teenagers are not         
meeting this statistic--or even coming close to       
it. 

According to a study conducted by the       
CDC on average teenagers go to bed past        
midnight and wake up as early as five or six am.           
This means that your "average teenager" is       
getting less than six hours of sleep, and        
although that two to three hour difference from        
the recommended eight to ten may not seem        
like a lot at first, over time it can add up, and            
have dangerous and potentially devastating     
consequences. Lack of sleep in teens can cause        
cognitive issues, such as: difficulty learning,      
poor judgment/decision making, and decreased 

levels of focus. It can also lead to        
behavioral and social issues including:     
increasing a child's likelihood of engaging in       
"risky behaviors" related to drugs and alcohol,       
as well as increase aggressiveness and social       
withdrawal. Teens also are at a higher risk for         
emotional issues like depression, weight gain,      
anxiety, and suicidal thoughts. It     
also causes poor academic    
performance and increases the    
number of absences or tardies.     
This is ironic because lack of      
sleep is having a negative effect      
on teenagers performance levels    
in school, and the main reason      
teenagers aren't able to get the      
recommended amount of sleep is,     
in short, school. 

Most schools start at or     
before 8:30am, leading students    
to have to wake up around 6am. 
Meaning that if they were going      
to get in the 8 to 10 hours of sleep          
that they need, teenagers would     
have to be going to bed before       
9pm. Which is incredibly unrealistic when      
you consider all the factors that leave       
teenagers up until midnight: mainly     

extracurricular activities, jobs, sports, family     
obligations, homework and the desire to also       
have some time to themselves. 

So now you may be asking what the        
solution for all of this is? That's what the         
various studies and research projects have been       
trying to figure out. One of the most commonly         
used 'solutions' is that: school needs to start at a          
later time. The problem with this is that the         
schools that have recognized the importance of       
sleep and pushed their start-times back from       
7:30 to 8:30, 9:30 and some even 10:00 often         
leave students at school until 4 or 5pm, which,         
again, leaves them with little time after school        
to participate in extracurriculars and to keep up        
with homework while also maintaining some      
kind of social life. A late start time also causes          
students to go to bed even later than they         
normally would with an early start time,       
because they are under the impression that they        
can "sleep in the next day." Realistically, a later         
start-time just isn't enough to fix the       
overwhelming problem regarding teenagers and     
the importance of sleep. Perhaps, it needs to be         
brought upon the individual, or the parents to        
make sure the minimum eight hours is being        
met. Perhaps it needs to be a focus at school,          
and on teachers minds before they assign       
homework that cannot realistically be     
completed in one evening when students often       
have five or six other classes. Perhaps       
electronics need to be taken away after 9pm.        
Regardless of how a student increases their time        
spent sleeping, all the studies agree that       
teenagers need at least eight hours, and       
"catching up on the weekends" simply will not        
suffice. 
 

Vivian Hagedorn 



Mental Illness: 
The Stigma 
What is mental illness? Isn’t it just a consistent         
bad attitude that can be changed? Also no.        
Mental illness is a disorder that can affect a         
combination of mood, behavior    
and thinking. Mental illnesses    
can range from minor anxiety     
or stress disorders, to    
addictions, and even full blown     
schizophrenia or bipolar   
disorder. 168,000 adults and    
56,000 children struggle with a     
serious mental illness in    
Minnesota. Isn’t it their fault     
they are sick? Well no. The      
fault of mental illness does not      
lie on the victim. Clearly it’s a       
very sensitive topic, however,    
one that should be talked     
about. Teenagers and young    
adults are more likely to be      
victimized by mental illness. A     
common misconception  
concerning mental illness that it lies in the        
attitude of the victim. With diseases such as        
anxiety disorders and depression, ‘calming     
down’ and claiming ‘things aren’t that bad’ in        
reality does not prevent, nor help, the disease.        
These are neurological diseases, where the brain       
does not respond in the same way as a mentally          
healthy person. Mental illnesses are similar to       
other anatomical diseases. The victim has little       
control over the contraction of the illness. Just        
like a common cold manipulates the immune       
system, mental illnesses manipulate the brain’s      
ability to process stimuli.  

The public views mental illness in a        
negative light most likely, because it’s different       
and different can be scary. People think there’s        
an issue with it. People have issues with mental         
illness because it’s different, and can be       
uncomfortable to address. Mental illness has the       
tendency to make others feel uncomfortable,      
scared even, usually because they don’t      
understand. But mental illness is still a problem.        
It can take control of people, and change them         

in drastic ways that otherwise aren’t possible.       
However, mental illness is curable. And that       
means real cures, not convincing the victim to        
‘make a change’. Even though mental illness       
brings hardships to victims and loved ones, it        
doesn’t deserve the negative stigma it gets.       
Mental illness is only magnified by the isolation        
victims receive because their illnesses aren’t      
always properly addressed. Victims are the one       
that is not like the other. They feel they are          
wrong because their peers and surrounding      
society constantly views their emotions as      
invalid. Other chronic illnesses, such as cancer,       
are greeted with sympathy for the patient and        
their families. Yet mental illness still has the        
negative stigma attached to it. So how can that         

be removed?  
Washburn’s Mental Health   
Intern, Andrew Morgan, in    
the School Based Clinic    
(Room 002), shared   
information about his   
experience in the mental    
health field, along with his     
opinions on the stigma    
against it. Andrew is    
currently finishing his   
doctorate in mental health    
studies at the University of     
Minnesota. The school   
based clinic cannot accept    
more students for full time     
mental health services,   
however all students with    

questions/concerns are welcome to get answers      
in the clinic. The mental health team will still sit          
down with any student that needs help, and give         
them a list of community resources available as        
well. Adolescents was a difficult time for him,        
and he struggled with his own mental health        
issues. He enjoys helping high school aged kids        
because he sees a certain level of resilience and         
desire to change. The two most prominent       
stigmas Andrew sees in his work are       
parents/families not supporting students, and the      
cultural context surrounding mental illness.     
Growing up in a community that’s not       
supportive or lacks resources puts patients at an        
even further disadvantage.  

It’s most important to understand what      
mental illness really is: a common + curable        
abnormality in the brain. It is dangerous but can         
be treated if handled correctly. It’s not       
something to be scared of, but something to be         
supported so those affected have the best       
chance to heal.  
Michael Thomas 

The Great Dog Debate: 
Shelter or Breeder? 

Dogs are some of the best companions       
for humans out there, and while some families        
opt to adopt from shelters and rescue centers,        
others choose to purchase a furry friend from a         
professional breeder. Buying from breeders can      
cost hundreds and even thousands more than       
adopting a pet from a shelter. One would think         
that the significant price difference would deter       
possible owners from purchasing directly from      
a breeder, however, statistics from ASPCA      
show that 34% of dogs in America are bought         
from professionals. Conversely, only 23% of      
dogs are adopted from shelters or rescue       
centers. (The other portion of dogs are acquired        
as strays, taken in after a family or friend can no           
longer care for them, and various other       
miscellaneous ways). Now why, exactly, are      
shelter dogs less frequently seen in American       
households? It may be due to some common        
misconceptions about both shelter dogs, and      
dogs from breeders.  

Many families purchase dogs from     
breeders with the expectation of getting a       
“purebred” canine, but in many cases, there is        
no accountability on the end of the breeder.        
There is often little to no pet legislation that         
requires the breeder to truthfully report details       
about a puppy’s conception or life shortly       
thereafter. Research is vital when a family is        
hoping to get a dog through a private service, as          
there are often cases of “breeders” passing off        
puppy-mill dogs as carefully bred and raised       
dogs. So the dog you may think you’re getting,         
may not be at all what you think he or she is.            
Real breeders should be able to tell you the         
specifics of the dog’s genetic makeup, and how        
their temperament and physical health will be       
impacted by the breed or breeds. Even when        
breeders do provide purebred dogs, often these       
breeds can be found at a local shelter or rescue.          
Many times people purchase from a      
professional and then must give up the dog for         
one reason or another. If breed or a purebred         
dog is an immensely large factor in making a         
decision about getting a dog, first do some        
research about the dogs that are available at        
rescue centers. Most of these centers have       



websites on which they display the information       
and pictures of the dogs that are currently        
available and waiting for adoption. If you feel        
that you still haven’t found the right dog for you          
and your family, a breeder may be the best bet.          
It is not that dogs from breeders are less         
deserving of love and affection, but often       
breeders support puppy mills and unethical and       
abusive practices surrounding breeding and     
raising of puppies. Additionally, whenever a      
dog is purchased from a breeder, there is        
another dog from a shelter or rescue that isn’t         
adopted and often has to wait much longer at         
the shelter. Washburn student Natalie Lileks      
recently adopted an amazing dog, Birch, from a        
shelter and says, “He’s so smart! We have only         
had him for a few weeks and he has already          
learned so many new tricks. He has already        
warmed up to everybody.” Fortunately, Birch      
was adopted quickly, but depending on the       
shelter, dogs which have been there for long        
periods of time may be euthanized. It is so         
important to support these shelter so they do        
have resources to keep any animals safe and        
happy, either by making a donation or by        
adopting rather than buying. 

When you adopt a shelter dog, you       
may not know the exact background of the dog,         
but at the very least the shelters will be upfront          
about their lack of knowledge on the dog’s past.         
This is not always a guarantee with a breeder.         
Further, many shelters have dogs whose full       
history and makeup are known to the staff. If         
you know that you can only commit to a few          
years with a canine friend, a shelter or rescue is          
a great place to go to find an adult dog who           
needs and deserves lots of love and care. Often,         
previous owners have already done most of the        
training and conditioning required for a dog to        
live well with an individual or family. As        
former Washburn student Maya King tells the       
Grist about her rescue dog Max, “He sleeps next         
to our doors every night. He’s never bitten        
anybody and he loves kids despite what people        
assume pitbulls are like. He loves to run around         
with our chickens and has the sweetest eyes I         
have ever seen.” Additionally, the staff usually       
have knowledge about how a dog will do with         
small children, other dogs, cats, or any other        
house pets that you may have around.  

While you can find a quality lifelong       
friend at either a shelter or a breeder, it is          
important to understand the cost of purchasing       
from a breeder, and only purchasing if you        
know this is the only option for you or you          
family. It is also important to do extensive        
research to find a reputable and ethical breeder        
who never cooperates with puppy mills or other        
breeders with abusive practices. Remember, the      
method by which you acquire your new friend        
matters! It is important to find down and out         
dogs a place where they can be loved and cared          
for.  
Emma Reil 

Millers @ the 
Movies 

- - - - - 

Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind 

 

Have you ever had your heart broken? If you         
could simply forget about it, would you? These        
are two of the questions at the center of the film           
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, a       
romantic comedy directed by Michel Gondry,      
starring Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet, Elijah Wood.  

The film isn’t your typical romantic      
comedy. It blends in some science-fiction      
based ideas to help make its premise possible.        
Joel, played by Carrey, finds out Clementine,       
played by Winslet, has erased her memories of        
him and their romantic relationship, so he       
decides to do the same.The movie has amazing        
writing that can tell you a lot about the         
characters; it really changes depending on who       
is talking. The dialogue is greatly varied from        
one character to the next. It even won an         
Academy Award for best original screenplay. I       
love the characters; it's truly one of the best         
couples I’ve seen in a movie. The movie shows         
the couple in many different places in their        
relationship, which can help them appeal to you.        
You see them at their happiest moments and at         
during the worst arguments. However, you also       
see them during the mundane, which allows the        
audience to connect with the big-screen      
characters.  

The acting is phenomenal. Jim Carrey      
shows he can play a more diverse set of parts,          
and Kate Winslet gave a realistic,believable      
performance. I’ll be honest, I don’t like the        
cinematography. I don’t think much thought      
was put into, and I really don’t like the style. I           
think there was one shot in the whole movie I          
liked. But cinematography is not everything, I       
still Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind is a         
great film that I highly recommend. It begs the         
question, if you could get rid of an ex-lover,         
would you? 
Ryan Muschler 

 

The Disaster Artist 
--- SPOILER ALERT! --- 

The Disaster Artist is a biographical      
comedy-drama based off a book by the same        
title by Greg Sestero and Tom Bissell. The book         
is about the making of the 2003 cult classic film          
The Room, starring Tommy Wiseau and Greg       
Sestero. The Room is about a banker named        
Johnny (Wiseau), who is betrayed by his friends        
and commits suicide at the end of the film. The          
film, which has been hailed as one of the worst          
movies of all time, has gained a cult following         
and still plays in theaters today. 

Sestero’s book is about what it was       
like to star in the movie, and his experiences         
while filming it. It also goes into detail about         
Sestero’s friendship with Tommy Wiseau, who      
wrote, produced, directed, and starred in The       
Room. Sestero played Mark, Johnnyś best friend       
who betrays him by sleeping with his wife. 

The upcoming film based off the book       
will star James Franco as Tommy Wiseau and        
Dave Franco as Greg Sestero. These casting       
choices were approved of by the original       
people. 

Wiseau and Sestero are also in      
production of another film, coming out in 2018,        
titled Best F[r]iends. The film will be about a         
drifter named Jon Kortina (Sestero) who gets       
taken in by a mortician named Harvey Louis        
(Wiseau). The two start an underground      
gold-smuggling business. The release date is      
unknown. 

 
Amasa Evesen 
 

 



Destiny 2 Review 
Destiny 2 is a sci-fi     
game that has lot of     
action. Destiny the   
original was a great    
game that came   
with many  
expansion packs  
that made the game    

even better. With Destiny already being a great        
game and hard to surpass, Activision has made        
destiny better by adding new features and a        
completely new campaign that has made the       
game way better.  

Destiny 2 has many new features one       
of which being new exotics (Exotics are the best         
type of armor or weapon). Another new thing is         
the expansion packs. Expansion packs are what       
made the first game great and will make the         
second one even better. In addition to the        
expansion packs, “Crucibles” (which are     
essentially Call of Duty game modes in Destiny)        
are a lot of fun to play because the constant          
action and the different game modes you can        
play. If you would like to see crucible gameplay         
check out my youtube channel Ean Boss.  

The most fun thing in Destiny 2 is the         
strikes and raids. Strikes are where you and 2         
other people play through a strike to earn        
legendary or rare gear. Raids are about 10 times         
harder than strikes and you need 6 people to         
beat them. Raids, being much harder than       
strikes, usually take 2 hours. The fastest raid in         
Destiny 2 so far is 24:19 which is insane         
considering the average is 2 hours.  

In conclusion, I give Destiny to a       
9.5/10. This is because I have already beaten the         
campaign and now only have strikes, crucible       
and raids left to play. I highly recommend the         
game to anybody that likes first person shooters        
or wants to get into them.  
 

Ean Laird 
 

 

As the internet grows more popular, people       
have started to make careers out of being an         
internet personality, particularly on YouTube.     
Even people who don’t YouTube full-time are       
able to make money by posting videos on        
Youtube, and while this has generally been a        
great thing for the internet community, there are        
certain aspects of the internet that are still        
catching up to the reality of youtube being a not          
only a viable career path, but also an        
increasingly influential media platform that has      
real power outside the internet. 

One of these aspects that is really       
lagging behind is the policing that Youtube does        
over the videos on    
it’s site. The system    
youtube uses to deal    
with copyright  
infringement and  
abuse in videos is    
nearly fully  
automated, and  
because of that it is     
bound to make   
mistakes. At one   
point, Youtube was a    
small enough  
platform that these   
mistakes were forgivable, however, these     
mistakes are becoming more and more of an        
issue, because Youtube is now a large platform,        
where people work to make their living, and        
these mistakes are beginning to threaten      
people’s livelihoods. 

All of this comes into focus with the        
genre of prank videos. These videos are some of         
the most watched and most popular on the web,         
and while many of them are funny little pranks         
that do little harm, it has become clear to         
content creators on the internet that the best way         
to attract viewers is to be extreme and        
attention-grabbing. With this realization came     
videos such as Sam Pepper’s infamous butt       
pinching prank, where Sam Pepper literally      
goes around and sexually harassing girls as a        
“prank,” and while that particular video was       
flagged and taken down, there remains on the        
site videos such as “School Shooting Prank,” or        
racist “Pranks in the Hood” videos that really        
say it all about the type of stuff you can be           
dealing with on Youtube. 

Youtube, I’m looking at you guys. The       
time has long passed when the internet is a wild          
place that you entered at your own risk. It’s one          
of the largest, fastest growing parts of the        
entertainment industry, and it’s time for      
Youtube to take responsibility for their platform       
and start policing it better. The copyright claim        
system is so broken, and making a critical        
movie review on Youtube has become a       
dangerous endeavor, with people unexpectedly     

losing their channels due to unjust copyright       
claims, either because the filer was uneducated       
or because the filer was angry that their movie         
was portrayed in a negative light. 

Along with the above issues, there is       
the problem of inexplicably light policing in       
other areas of Youtube. And when I say        
inexplicably, I mean completely, totally     
explicable. Huge channels with millions of      
subscribers- the ones that should be policed the        
most because they have the power to reach the         
most people, are routinely violating the      
guidelines of Youtube, and having no      
repercussions. The problem is, these channels      

are also the channels    
that bring in revenue    
for Youtube, and so    
to strike them down    
or block them from    
uploading content  
would be harming   
Youtube’s own  
business, and since   
there is no real video     
streaming competitor  
for Youtube, people   
who are wronged by    
this have no choice    

but to go back to Youtube, especially the ones         
who make their livings online. 

Fortunately, it isn’t all bad. Youtubers      
have recently banded together to make videos       
about the stupidity of some YouTube policies.       
They started the hashtag    
#makeyoutubegreatagain, and even got a twitter      
response from the CEO of YouTube promising       
action, but until we actually see something       
substantial, don’t get your expectations too      
high. I think that in the long run, until there is a            
viable alternative video streaming site to      
compete with YouTube, there is unlikely to be        
any change in the way YouTube is run on a          
fundamental level, nor is there likely to be any         
change in the content produced on its site, as a          
consequence. 

So, what can you do? Well, one of the         
best things you can do is just not to watch the           
videos that are causing the problems. The       
“School Shooting Prank! (GONE WRONG     
Almost Shot) - Social Experiment” video on       
Youtube has over one million views, and even        
though many of them are just people coming to         
shame him for making such a video, it’s all the          
same revenue for the guy who made the videos.         
It’s up to the people watching to not feed the the           
revenue machine. If videos like that garner less        
views, people won’t make them, because there       
won’t be any incentive to do so anymore. It’s as          
simple as that. 
Henry Braun 



According to The Washington Post, a      
teenager spends an average of nine hours a day         
using some form of media. This includes       
listening to music, watching youtube videos,      
streaming tv shows and movies on Netflix,       
texting, facetiming, making phone calls, and      
arguably most time consuming of all: social       
media. When asked to conduct a study on the         
most popular forms of social media Statistica       
determined that the top five apps are:       
Facebook/Facebook Messenger, Instagram,   
Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest. Teens are      
spending roughly one-third of their days      
consuming information from these sources, and      
it’s gotten to the point that many cannot be         
present in their day to day lives, because they         
are so focused on capturing what they are doing         
online, and then, worrying about how others       
respond to it. Did their picture get enough likes?         
Who commented? Are they maintaining their      
snapchat streaks? Many teens have admitted to       
being so caught up in social media that it has          
negatively affected their test scores and their       
ability to concentrate on homework, and has       
even impacted their time with their family or        
friends. Why study for a math test when you         
instead you could be spending time scrolling       
through celebrities instagrams or stalking your      
ex-boyfriend’s new girlfriend online? Why go      
hangout with friends if you have a thousand        
ones online? It is becoming more and more        
apparent that social media isn’t very social at        
all. Instead of spending time with friends,       
teenagers these days are preoccupied with      
posting photos in attempts to impress their       
followers, and filter their lives to make even        
their boring days seem exciting and interesting,       
something to be envied. Someone may have       
thousands of friends online, and another person       
may have only two-hundred. The person with a        
thousand is immediately assumed to be more       
popular or more fun to be around, when, in         
reality, they only know a small percentage of        
those ‘friends,’ and actually hangout with an       
even smaller percentage. It is more likely that        
the person with two-hundred friends actively      
knows and spends time with their friends       

offline, but if one were to judge based on social          
media, which many teens do, it would seem to         
be the opposite.  

Social media has become a constant      
added pressure to turn your life into something        
that is worthy of other people's attention, and in         
doing so, social media has become a kind of         
shield that is used to separate the user from their          
friends and their family. It is much easier to         
confront someone, or chat with someone online       
than it is to do in person. A quote taken from an            
article about social media published on the The        
Washington Post sums it up quite nicely: "You        
could have a room full of teens together in a          
classroom or a hallway, hanging out for a little         
bit, and they're all on their phones," she said.         
"They’re together, but they’re not together." Not       
only is social media not social, but it’s also         
increasingly becoming the most common form      
of procrastination. Students would much rather      
waste their time online than study for an        
upcoming test, or write an essay, or do research         
for a project. When polled ninety percent of a         
group of students at Washburn High School       
believed that social media is distracting and       
seventy percent of those students admitted that       
quite often while working on school work they        
lost their train of thought while responding to a         
social media alert, and before they knew it        
they’d spent hours online instead of focusing on        
the task at hand. The same group also admitted         
that not only are they getting distracted from        
their work, but the overall quality of their work         
has decreased thanks to distractions fueled by       
social media. Procrastination isn’t new, but      
social media and its tendency to turn teenagers        
into ‘addicts’ without their realization is. So, in        
closing, uninstall the apps, put down the phone,        
end the streaks, stop sitting around on your        
phone and actually go out into the world,        
hangout with friends, experience life without      
needing to document everything online. It may       
seem like it’s important now, but trust me, it         
really isn’t.  
 
Vivian Hagedorn  
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STATEMENT  

 

“We hope to act as a media source for         

Washburn by talking about things not      

commonly discussed through other outlets     

of our school. We would like to accurately        

represent WHS student voices and     

perspectives, while allowing our staff to      

express their creative, and humorous flair.”  
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